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     Penseco Cottage, M. Cave 

      21 Decr. 1842 

very dear sir, 

  If the thought has crossed your mind I have 

forgotten the circumstances of our parting and the happiness you conferred  

upon me, let it be banished forever; the visit was to have been one of  

observation only & I had so far made it such as to be at Bill’s on  

my return home when I unexpectedly met my bro. & his wife from Nashville, who 

had hurried thither purposely to intercept me; they were only in time, the same  

coach would have conveyed me to Louisville; we are returned to reexamine 

this wonderful nether territory and determine anew upon the propriety or  

impropriety of a residence in it for health.  We remained at the Cave Hotel 

two days & they were so well pleased that it was resolved that I should 

try it and further that it was inexpedient and hurtful to me to travel  

home & back again by stage, encountering two or three nights in the trip; I  

therefore from prudential motives remained.  The season, except a few days 

about the time of my leaving home, proved delightful; never were the  

glories of rich varying autumn more enjoyed; there was nothing to mar 

it.  Company came along at intervals of agreable cast and visits to the  

cave or rambling in the barrens culling the wild flowers or enjoying the  

agreable society of visiters at the house gave speed to the bright hours 

and for a month I almost forgot I had concealed in my bosom that 

distressing malady and vigour claimed place in my before feeble body and 

life resumed its charm; I again felt that keen desire for its fuller enjoy 

ment that returning health alone imparts and willing to endure any 

present inconveniences and disturbance of the dearest ties of our nature 

to possess it; and with cheerful feelings and bright hopes of protection  

at least.  I entered my underground residence on the 20th of October, 

the weather being cool enough to make the temperature of the cave feel  

agreable and the place more inviting than if contrasted with the lovely 

weather of earlier date.  For a short time another invalid and myself 

were the sole tenants, he had been in from the time of my arrival, and I  

had some difficulty in making bright hours out of dark ones; I had 
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my cottage, pavillion or cabin as you please, a room 12 by 18 feet of upright boards 

tongued and grooved and floored of the same and covered with canvass stretched  

over top, placed beyond my fellow residents about a quarter of a mile and  

(as we have since measured with a tape line) just 3000 feet from the entrance door 

in a very rugged place; this I did for advantage in temperature, gaining about 

2o and at this season 4o as the former is under the influence of the inward 

current of air; the road first employed me and I worked some days at it to 

make it comfortable & pass off time; by and by others came and settled  

along side of me and I was no longer lonesome, my correspondents too in  

compassion supplied me with plenty of news and a life in the Cave appeared 

less dreary; I felt some symptoms of a cold in the first week which is  

the experience of every invalid or other person accompanying them, yet I  

felt stronger and took exercise freely, preserved a good appetite and  

seemed in the ascendant decidedly in the line of health; in the mean 

time the increase of fires caused an accumulation of smoke, which in con 

-sequence of the equal temperature without and within (58) rested in a stag 

nant atmosphere about thes pot where generated, filled the whole avenue 

and became intolerably oppressive, aggravating my cough and consequently  

all my bad symptoms; this I endured two nights as if in a smoke house 

and was so seriously injured by it that but for a favourable change of  

weather and a movement in the air should have left; the weather was 

again unsettled and came up to our temperature about two weeks after caus 

-ing the same difficulty and I again thought of leaving & wrote to inter 

-cept my baggage at Louisville, which coming to the ears of Dr. Croghan, 

he desired that I should not under any circumstances leave before he came  

down in a few days; on his arrival I requested him as he was building 

rooms to give me another and put it up by itself in Penseco Avenue  

almost half a mile from my residence (or the main cave) which he promptly  

acceded to and since that I am here and make my own smoke and 

am not annoyed with that of others or the noise of a thickly settled  

cave village, sometimes very great when one would like to sleep.  I enjoy 

also a walk of ½ mile to the dining room affording of necessity 3m. 

pr day for exercise; there are now ten invalids in the cave and four 

others the companions of some & one child about four years old; I am 

not sure that anyone has grown better but all concur in the 
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opinion that they would be worse out and hence contentment generally per- 

vades our little community. We all use stoves, I have the best, an air tight 

one of my own ordering; each is provided with a thermometer and the temperature 

of the rooms kept as low as the invalid can bear it; mine is generally at 64 

Fah about 12o lower than I could bear it last winter at home; the air is very 

tonic and fine for exercising, manifestly imparting strengh; its humidity 

is fine for the lungs and its equable tempe and quiet pure character makes 

always a favorable impression & I think justly.  There are many things however 

to be done to render this place entirely pleasant not to give its virtues a fair test; we 

are pioneers under all the disadvantages of such and after generations will reap 

the benefit of our experiment as I have no doubt this will divest the question 

of doubt and pave the way to improvements & its enjoyment under them by the 

afflicted world; it could not be known what were the wants of the Cave before 

this test, it is now manifest that a shaft is necessary to ventilate it & carry 

off the smoke and precautions for the preservation of a pure air and many 

things not necessary to name.  Some of the invalids eat at their pavillions 

while other in better health attend regularly the table d’hote which is  

very good indeed, having a considerable variety and being almost 

daily (I’ve noticed but two or three omissions) graced with a saddle of  

venison & other game.  Our hours are those of the upper world indicated by our 

watches; a taper burns at night and two stearine lights in the day; we walk 

with lamps furnished with lard oil and I seldom hear day light mentioned 

and for myself seldom think of it; the endless interest of this novel place 

keeps us rambling & when fatigued, books, papers or letters or social visits  

fill up the time.  I have had a considerable and progressive cold for some 

time & could find nothing in the cave to impute it to, being careful and 

regular in my ways & doings, until accidentally I discovered that my bed 

was damp, I had suspected it but could not demonstrate it & there it rested 

until overhauling somethings under it I found them litterally wet & my shoes 

mouldy.  I at once thought I should leave (day before yesterday) and risque 

a trip home rather than die here, but Dr. Croghan to whom I imparted my 

discovery promptly, offerred to remove my cottage to any other point or to have 

my room thoroughly dried & my bedding daily exposed to the warm air of the 

stove by suspending each piece from the ceiling bars; the latter I concluded 

to try and already feel better and think it is probable I shall remain;  

the weather is so bad out and I know the consequences of exposure would  
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be perhaps fatal and certainly bad.  I sometimes despite all my exertions to  

preserve cheerful feelings, feel sad and desire above all things to return home 

again but again the hope of benefit and the anticipated pleasures of home 

when I am benefited in a more genial season too, come to my relief and 

strengthen me for the trial of absence and its regrets.  We have every Sabbath 

the service of the Episcopal Church read and a sermon also selected from 

some good author.  I thought I should have given you some better idea of 

Cave life, but my sheet I find is waning and I have said but little to picture 

it; as to a description of the Cave, that is unnecessary, hundreds have been  

written and published of superficial character to be sure, but mine could 

be no more and on this account particularly I should hesitate; if one 

cannot for want of a knowledge of the several sciences enjoy the rich 

store that lies buried here how could he with intelligence impart an 

 

idea of it to others?  Many have essayed to do so but a mortifying failure 

is the return.  Prof. Locke of Cin.a has been lecturing on the subject after a  

minute and critical examination of it & I could not enter the field after him 

so I beg you will procure his lectures and I have no doubt you will find 

them full of interest.  He has made discoveries here not before known in  

geology & will no doubt give the place by his investigation more celebrity than it 

ever had and at the same time make a correct impression on the mind of the pub- 

-lic which has ever been gulled with exagerations or failures in fair representation. 

For the most part all the distances here have been greatly exagerated & we (some 

two or three invalids) have proven it by actual measurement; nevertheless it is one 

of nature’s greatest wonders and one of its avenues (Cleaveland’s) from which  

I will bring some specimens home, laughs at all descriptive terms or the artists  

pencil; other places may be and are exaggerated, but this can never be on 

 

account of its peculiar and wonderful forma 

tions in Gypsum, called Oulaphylites or curling 

leaf stone by Prof L; in that avenue the pen is paral 

yzed and the visiter mute in wonder and admiration. 

Adieu, give my best respects to the judge & write to me 

    Yrs ever O.H.P. Anderson  

 


